VASVU: FOUNDATION YEAR FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

Did you complete an international pre-university education? Does your education not give direct access to your future study program? The VU offers an unique opportunity to prepare yourself for university entrance examinations through the foundation year.
STUDYING AT THE VU:

Did you complete an international pre-university education? Does your education not give direct access to your future study program? The VU offers an unique opportunity to prepare yourself for university entrance examinations through the foundation year.

CLASSES:

The VASVU offers courses needed for your future study program. Dutch, English, mathematics, physics, chemistry, biology, and history are taught with attention for study skills. Moreover, every student receives personal mentoring.

EXAMINATIONS:

Some courses are completed with entrance examinations of the VU. Other courses with national examinations. If you pass all examinations, you are eligible to the admission procedure of your study program.

ACTIVITIES:

Meet former VASVU students, now studying at the university that will provide useful tips and tricks. Join on pleasant and educational excursions.

INTERESTED IN JOINING OUR COURSES?

STEP 1: INTERVIEW

If you have already good knowledge of the Dutch language (at least B1+) and also want to take courses in other subjects, visit the VASVU consultation hours: Monday 16 or 23 October 2017 from 16.30-17.30 or Wednesday 18 or 25 October 2017 from 11.00-12.00 for intake in November 2017 (not for bio-medical study programmes) in room OE73A of the Main Building of the VU.

If you have already some knowledge of the Dutch language (at least A2, but preferably B1) and also want to take courses in other subjects, visit the VASVU consultation hours: from March 2018 onwards every Monday 16.30-17.30 and every Wednesday 11.00-12.00 for intake in June/July 2018 (all study programmes) in room OE73A of the Main Building of the VU.

STEP 2: INTAKE TESTS:

For everyone there are entry tests in Dutch, English, mathematics and depending on your study choice also chemistry and physics. The VASVU starts on 31 August 2017. In some cases, depending on your study program and results on the entry tests it is possible to join the VASVU in November 2017. Final examinations are between December 2017 and June 2018.

CONTACT VASVU:

Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam
De Boelelaan 1105
1081 HV Amsterdam

E: VASVU@VU.NL
I: WWW.VU.NL/VASVU
T: 020 5986351 (11:00-12:00)